
Third Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If you suddenly ____________ any one of them when the world was
coming to an end, he _____________________ without the slightest
hesitation.

1.

(ask) (reply)

had asked
would have replied

They never ____________________ out if Paul __________________ out
the ice and hauled it out on shore for the sun to melt.
2.

(thaw) (not/chop)
would have thawed had not chopped

If I _____________ to swell my work, I ___________________ to it some
rules, remarks, and reflections, with a vast number of circumstances.
3.

(wish) (add)

had wished could have added

He ___________________ if nature _________________ him that relief.4.
(cry) (not/deny)

would have cried had not denied

Yet if he ____________ of the other things that were in the bottom of that
moat he __________________ his boots on.
5.

(know) (keep)
had known

would have kept

If it ___________ for his money, they ________________ it all, and his
watch.
6.

(be) (take)
had been 'd have taken

If I ______________ the good fortune to meet you again, a little
misunderstanding ______________________ between us.
7.

(not/have) (remain)

had not had
would have remained

But even that I ___________________ if he __________ more cheerful.8.
(stand) (be)

could have stood 'd been

If he ___________ the fine in the first place all __________________
simple; but reason must be given for leaving after telling the manager that he
did not dare to spend the money he had on his person.

9.

(pay) (be)

had paid would have been

If she _____________ much longer, they ___________________ notice
in a body.
10.

(stay) (give)
had stayed would have given

_________________________ me if you ____________ that I was
destined to success?
11.

(you/marry/?) (know)
Would you have married had known
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Do you suppose those poor savages ______________________ here if
an outlet ______________?
12.

(perish) (exist)
would have perished

had existed

If he _________________, he _________________________ into prison.13.
(complain) (passive/throw)

had complained would have been thrown

If you ___________ there too he _____________________ a glance for
the queen, for you are a pretty thing, as I can tell you.
14.

(be) (not/have)
had been would not have had

This quiescence ______________________ a subject for astonishment if
it ____________________ the supernatural aspect of the man's whole
person.

15.

(not/be) (not/complete)

would not have been
had not completed

If our lives _______________ on it we ________________________ any
harder, I firmly believe.
16.

(depend) (not/work)
had depended could not have worked

I _____________________ it if it ________________ harmless.17.
(not/say) (not/seem)

wouldn't have said hadn't seemed

I do not know how we _____________________ if Tom
_______________ free to watch the river ahead.
18.

(manage) (not/be)
would have managed

had not been

It __________________ me very unhappy if you __________________
me to see you.
19.

(make) (not/allow)
would have made had not allowed

He ___________________ it well enough, and been touched by it, too, if
it ___________ some other boy's grandfather.
20.

(like) (be)
would have liked

had been
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